On January 19, 2018, at 2:30 PM, the OP3FT Board of Directors met at the registered office of the OP3FT upon notice to this effect given by its President.

The following persons were physically present:

- Mr Amaury GRIMBERT, President,
- Mr Alexis TAMAS, Director,
- Mr Alain MARTEL, Director

As all members were present, the Board of Directors could validly deliberate.

The meeting was opened under the chairmanship of Mr Amaury GRIMBERT, President of the OP3FT Board of Directors.

Mr Alexis TAMAS was designated Secretary of the meeting.

After reading, the Board of Directors approved the minutes of the previous meeting.

The President reminded the Board of Directors that the meeting agenda covered the following topics:

- Follow-up on the supervision of the various work in progress, in particular
  - work by the promotion team
  - work by the legal team
  - work by the technical teams
• work by the vigilance team

– Creation of a local branch of the OP3FT in the United States,

– Miscellaneous questions.

The President restated that the opening of the Frogans Core Registry to Internet users had not yet happened, and that therefore, in compliance with Article 13 of the Bylaws, the Board of Directors was not required to engage the public consultation procedure.

During the follow-up on the supervision of the work in progress, the Board of Directors provides guidance concerning the work of the teams, validating the priorities and the goals to be achieved.

Having deliberated the topics given on the meeting agenda, the present or represented members of the Board of Directors unanimously took the following decisions.

CREATION OF A LOCAL BRANCH OF THE OP3FT IN THE UNITED STATES

In compliance with Article 22 of the OP3FT Bylaws: "The OP3FT may create and fund local branches of the OP3FT located abroad, set up in the form of a non-profit organization or, if required by the legislation of the country in question, in another form, including a commercial organization. The activities of each local branch of the OP3FT will be limited to carrying out work listed in Article 5 of these Bylaws, excluding any other activities. The activities of the local branches of the OP3FT cannot lead to the OP3FT having for-profit activities. The work carried out by each local branch of the OP3FT shall be assigned irrevocably to the endowment."

As part of the work by the promotion team covering the spread of the Frogans technology worldwide, countries where the creation of a local branch would be useful have been identified. Among these countries, the United States appears to be a priority, just like China where a local branch is currently being created.

In light of these elements, the OP3FT Board of Directors decided to entrust to Khaled Koubaa, VP Global Policy since December 2017, the carrying out of a study aimed at preparing the creation of a local branch of the OP3FT in the United States.
There being no topics remaining on the agenda, the meeting ended at 4:30 PM.

Amaury GRIMBERT  
President of the OP3FT Board of Directors

Alexis TAMAS  
Secretary of the Meeting
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